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Abstract. The limited formability of ultra-high strength steels (UHSS) poses some challenges 

for the bending process in the form of strain localisation, surface defects and pseudo-polygonal 

“nut-like” shape of the bend. Bendability is well known to be affected by surface quality, and 

especially shot blasting. Therefore, in this study, the effect of surface roughness on bendability 

of UHSS grade is investigated with 3-point bending tests, utilising Digital Image Correlation 

(DIC) for measuring the strain distributions on the outer curvature. Investigated bending 

samples of 4 mm thick commercial martensitic were tested in different surface conditions: As-

rolled (with scale), “lightly” shot blasted (SB I), “roughly” shot blasted (SB II), dry 

electropolished (As-rolled P) and a combination of “rough” shot blasting and dry 

electropolishing (SB II P). Shot blasting increased the surface roughness and subsurface 

hardness. Utilizing a commercial dry electropolishing process reduced the surface roughness, 

although this also had major effect on the hardness. Bending results showed that coarser 

surface roughness decreased the bending capacity, i.e. reduced maximum bending angle and 

critical strain. A strong correlation between surface roughness (with Rv: the maximum valley 

depth below the mean surface) and critical bending angle was found, likewise with the 

subsurface hardness and critical bending angle.  

1. Introduction 

In the case of ultra-high strength strip steels (UHSS), cold bending is the most important method of 

forming in applications such as containers and crane booms. Bendability is generally measured as the 

minimum ratio of the punch radius to the strip thickness that the steel can tolerate without the 

appearance of surface defects during bending to an angle of 90º in three-point bending [1]. However, 

in this study, the bendability of UHSS grade is investigated with 3-point bending tests, utilising Digital 

Image Correlation (DIC) for measuring the strain distributions on the outer curvature [2–5] and not to 

angle of 90°. Earlier studies [6,7] have shown that strain localization is the precursor to failure in the 

air bending of ultrahigh-strength strip steels and shear bands have been observed to initiate at depths in 

the range of 1-6 % of the total strip thickness from the surface at angles of ~45° to the surface, i.e. in 

the maximum shear stress directions. Therefore, it is reasonable to suppose that the near-surface 

properties of the strip govern the bendability. Shot blasting affects the surface quality and it has been 

found to decrease bendability as well as increase the hardness at the subsurface layer [8].  

The main aim of the present paper is to establish an understanding of how bendability can be 

influenced by modifying the surface roughness using electropolishing. The differences in the extent of 

multi-breakage and the bend shapes are also studied, and these observations are correlated with the 

findings from the bending force, strain measurements and roughness parameters. 
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2. Experimental 

Investigated bending samples of 4 mm thick commercial hot-rolled martensitic steel (0.15C-0.5Si-

1.8Mn, in wt.%) were tested in different surface conditions: As-rolled (with scale), “lightly” shot 

blasted (SB I), “roughly” shot blasted (SB II), dry electropolished (As-rolled P) and a combination of 

“rough” shot blasting and dry electropolishing (SB II P). Shot blasting was carried out using fixed 

blasting parameters together with a martensitic steel abrasive with hardness of 450-550HV and 

particle diameter of 0.5 – 1.0 mm (PRO-MIX 540P7). 

So called dry electropolishing was utilized using a commercial electropolishing equipment (DLyte 100 

HF+). The machine is equipped with a 16-litre container which can be used to polish several samples 

simultaneously. Instead of liquid electrolyte typical for conventional electropolishing, polymer media 

containing mild acids (labelled Steel 04) was used in this study, supplied by the manufacturer. Used 

alternating voltage was 24 V, and maximum of 2 hours polishing time was used, until roughly 20 µm 

was removed from the sample surface (example of polished sample shown in figure 1a).  

Surface roughness was measured using laser scanning confocal microscope (LSCM) according to ISO 

4287:1997. Subsurface hardness profiles were measured using a micro-hardness tester (CSM, 

Switzerland) under a 0.2 (HV0.02) and 0.5 N (HV0.05) load.  

The investigated materials are tested in the transverse orientation, referring to the bend axis being 

perpendicular to the rolling direction. Rectangular specimens with width (bend length) of 100 mm and 

thickness of 4 mm were bent in room temperature using a Zwick 100 kN universal tensile test machine 

with purpose-build three point bending tools (figure 1b). The setup allows measuring of bending force, 

punch stroke and most importantly, continuous DIC measurement throughout the test through the 

openings in the lower tool. The punch is also stationary in this setup to ensure that the measurement 

area stays in focus throughout the tests. As the punch is stationary, the necessary punch stroke is 

produced with the lower tool moving upwards at a speed of 1 mm/s. For this study, punch radius of 8 

mm and a die shoulder radius of 6 mm were used, with a 70 mm gap (die width) between the centres 

of the shoulders. Die shoulders are freely rotating and lubricated with PTFE lubricant. The test setup 

with DIC camera positioning is presented in figure 1b. More information of the test setup can be found 

in Refs. [2,4]. 
The specimen width was chosen small enough to not exceed the force limit of the machine but large 

enough to ensure plane strain condition at the centre of the bend. The bending force is expressed as 

force per width (N/mm) to compensate for the small variation in the specimen widths. The punch 

stroke data was used to calculate the bending angles throughout the test according to ISO 7438:2016. 

The punch stroke data was adjusted for the vertical elasticity of the setup (51.9 kN/mm), and play in 

the setup at the start (0.25 – 0.38 mm), determined for each test from the Z-displacement measured 

with the DIC. 

The DIC-system used for measuring deformation on the outer surface of the bend was Strainmaster by 

Lavision with a camera resolution of 2456 × 2058 pixels and an imaging frequency of 2 frames per 

second. The specimens were painted with a speckle pattern to enable accurate tracking of points on the 

measured surface by the DIC-software. The displacement data of the tracked points is then used by the 

software to calculate the deformation on the measured surface. The facet size used for the DIC strain 

measurement was 15 × 15 pixels, with a step size of 5 pixels and an image scale of approximately 20 

pixels/mm. Two filters were applied for the strain measurement data: an outlier filter for deviations 

over 4 times from the average in an 11 × 11 pixel area and a second order polynomial smoothing filter 

over a 5 × 5 pixel area, with polynomial extrapolation used for filling up missing vectors. From the 

obtained strain maps, strain distribution graphs were extracted from three lines positioned at the centre 

of the bend at 10 mm intervals as pictured in figure 4.  
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Figure 1. a) Example of polished sample (As-rolled P_1) and b) the test setup with camera 

positioning. 

3. Results and discussion 

The examples of bend samples are shown in figure 2. The bending test with DIC-measurement showed 

that the 44° bend angle is the last point where all specimens were still intact. Therefore, the strain 

distributions at 44° bend angle are presented in figure 3. The distributions were extracted from section 

B, illustrated in figure 4. The distributions of all the specimens are almost identical at this point, and 

the small differences are a combination of random noise in the DIC measurement and actual variance 

in the material properties. 

 

 

Figure 2. Examples of the bent samples with the bend axis is transverse to the rolling direction. 

 

 

Figure 3. Section B of each specimen at 44° bend angle. 
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Figure 4. Strain map of “As-rolled P_1” bend specimen at 44° angle and sections A – C. 

 

The measured bending force and the average peak strain of sections A – C are plotted against the bend 

angle in figure 5. The development of both the force and the strains are near identical between all the 

specimens until 45° bend angle, when the first specimens start to fracture. The critical angle and strain, 

at which damage on the specimen surface starts to appear, can be determined from the sharp increase 

in the peak strain. The determined critical bending angles and peak strains of DIC-bending trials are 

listed in Table 1.   

The coarsely shot blasted SB II and SB II P specimens started to fracture first at 45 – 49° angle or 0.29 

– 0.32 strain. Interestingly, no difference can be seen between the polished (SB II P) and the non-

polished (SB II) specimens. The more mildly shot blasted SB I started to fracture at 61 – 65° angle or 

0.39 – 0.43 strain. Finally, the As-rolled and As-rolled P specimens started to fracture at 82 – 90° 

angle or 0.49 – 0.53 strain. Again, no meaningful difference can be seen between the polished (As-

rolled P) and non-polished (As-rolled) specimens. Since there was small variation between the repeat 

tests of As-rolled P, both tests for this specimen type are included in figures 3 and 5. 

As can be seen from Table 1, the results in the other repeat tests were more consistent. The small 

deviations can be attributed to random variation in the material properties and noise in the DIC 

measurement.  

 

 

Figure 5. Development of a) bending force and b) peak strain on the outside surface. 
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Surface roughness measurements are presented in Table 1 and roughness profiles of As-rolled, SB I 

and SB II samples are shown in figure 6. Ra means the arithmetical mean deviation of the assessed 

profile, Rz is the maximum peak to valley height of the profile, and Rv is max. valley depth below the 

mean surface. Mild shot blasting increased Ra value from 1.1 μm with the As-rolled surface to 3.1 μm 

and roughly shot blasting to 6.7 μm, while dry electropolishing reduced the roughness. Figure 6 shows 

clearly the roughness differences between the As-rolled and “roughly” the shot peened (SB II) 

surfaces. The Ra and Rz values are consistent with the previous study of Kaijalainen et al. [8], where 

studied 1100 MPa structural steel. However, Ra and Rz values might not be the most suitable values as 

the crack initiation during bending starts from the sharp pits or scratches, so Rv value is better to use 

the correlation between the bendability and roughness, which gives the best correlation (R2=0.92) in 

figure 7. 

Table 1. Investigated surface roughness values and critical bending angles (crit.) and peak strains 

(crit.). Result of repeat bending test in brackets. 

Material Ra (m) Rz (m)  Rv (m) crit. (°) crit. (-) 

As-rolled 1.12 12.31 7.20 86 (82) 0.50 (0.49) 

As-rolled P 0.60 8.63 2.81 83 (90) 0.53 (0.50) 

SB II P 3.83 39.51 21.21 46 (45) 0.29 (0.29) 

SB I 3.08 28.15 15.62 65 (61) 0.43 (0.39) 

SB II 6.69 51.60 22.74 49 (48) 0.32  (0.30) 

 

 

Figure 6. Example of topographical 3D surface profiles of a) As-rolled (after HCl pickling), b) SB 

I and c) SB II specimens. 
 

 

Figure 7. Correlation between 

critical bending angle and 

roughness values. 

 

Subsurface microhardness profiles are presented in figure 8. Results of under 200 mN load at 25 m 

below the surface shows large scatter and higher hardness values compared to the rest of the measured 
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under 500 mN load. This means that Vickers hardness values are not comparable with different load. 

The as-rolled sample shows that hardness throughout the thickness generally increases from the 

surface to 100 m and below 100 m the hardness is stabilized. It must also be acknowledged that the 

CSM microhardness tester is very sensitive during measurement especially when contacting the 

sample surface, thus minor vibration, e.g. walking, door closing and construction work near the tester 

can effect on the values and scatter. Likewise, the minor microstructural features can cause scatter in 

the results even the microstructure looking homogenous in the measurement area. As shown previous 

studies [8], shot peening increases the hardness value near the surface (at 50 m below) from 450 HV 

to 470 HV in “mild” shot blasted (SB I) and 490 HV in “roughly” shot blasted (SB II) samples. Also 

notable is that dry electropolishing does not affect the hardness at 50 microns below the surface.  

The correlation between those subsurface hardness and critical bending angle is shown in figure 9. It 

can be clearly seen that there is strong correlation (R2=0.98) between the 50 m below hardness values 

and the critical bending angles. This is consistent with the conclusion of Kaijalainen et al. [7], that 

good bendability is obtained by ensuring the presence of a sufficiently soft subsurface layer. Closest 

hardness measurement with 200 mN load at 25 µm below surface also has good correlation (R2=0.85), 

but not as good as for the values 50 m below surface. The results also showed that hardness values 

100 m below surface have no correlation (R2=0.06) at all.   

 

 

Figure 8. Hardness profiles of 

investigated materials with six 

measurements of each. Notice: 25 

m is measured with 200 mN load 

and 50-300 m is measured with 

500 mN load. Therefore the 

results are not comparable.   

 

 

Figure 9. Correlation between 

critical bending angle and 

hardness values in various depths. 
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4. Summary 

Shot blasting affects the critical angle and strain significantly but has no effect on the strain 

distribution. Based on this, it could be possible to conclude that the strain distribution in bending is 

determined by the properties of the whole cross-section, while critical strain is more affected by the 

properties near the surface. However, polishing seemed to have no effect whatsoever, neither on strain 

distribution nor critical strain. This suggests that surface roughness is not a significant factor in this 

case. The fractures may well be initiated from below the surface, in which case the surface roughness 

would be irrelevant. The main effect of the shot blasting might come from the work-hardening of the 

material near the surface, where the hardness is increased.  
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